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4 HYDRAULIC MODEL DETAILS 

4.9 TRIM MODEL 

4.9.1 General Hydraulic Model Information 

(4.9.1.1) Introduction: 

Following a review of historic flooding and the extents of flood risk determined during the PFRA, the 

Eastern CFRAM Flood Risk Review (IBE0600Rp0025_Flood Risk Review) identified Trim, in the Boyne 

catchment, as an AFA for fluvial flooding. 

The Edenderry, Longwood, Ballivor and Athboy AFA models are all located immediately upstream of the 

Trim model on the Boyne, Longwood Stream/Blackwater River, Ballivor/Stonyford Rivers and 

Athboy/Tremblestown Rivers respectively. The Trim model is connected to the Navan model at its 

downstream extent. 

The Trim model includes a large stretch of the Boyne from Longwood to just upstream of Navan, a number 

of large tributary inflows and also a large number of smaller tributaries to be modelled in the vicinity of the 

Trim AFA extents and as such is a large and complex model. The key tributaries are Boyce Town River 

Knightsbrook River, Newtown Bridge Stream, Friars Park Stream and Butter Stream (Figure 4.9.2). 

The main channel of the Boyne is well gauged in this portion of the modelled watercourses with a gauging 

station at the upstream extents, downstream extents and one in the middle of the AFA extents (i.e. in Trim 

itself). The OPW gauging station called Boyne Aqueduct (07007) is located at the upstream boundary of 

Model 4, just west of Longwood and on the Boyne main channel where the Royal Canal traverses the 

river. This gauging station has three classification periods under FSU, A1 pre 1962, A1 from 1962 – 1973 

and B from 1979 to date. This would suggest that, post arterial drainage scheme, there is less confidence 

in the rating but for all three periods the station should be reliable up to Qmed. The values for the three 

periods of Qmed are 37.15, 31.04 and 35.70 m3/s respectively. The OPW gauging station at Trim (07005) 

has been given an FSU classification of its rating of A1, for the entire period of the rating, and as such 

there is good confidence in the Qmed value of 104.4 m3/s. The gauging station at the downstream extents 

of the model called Ballinter Bridge (07041 – EPA) has been given an FSU classification of its rating of A2 

although it has a relatively short record period (1997 – present) but again there is confidence in the Qmed 

value of 161.0 m3/s. 

In addition to the fluvial flood risk posed by the main channel of the River Boyne there are also a number 

of tributaries affecting the Trim AFA including significant tributaries namely the Knightsbrook and 

Boycetown Rivers. There are also a number of smaller tributaries which run through the town which pose 

a significant flood risk. None of these tributaries watercourses are gauged but some are significant enough 

or pose such a significant flood risk that rainfall run-off models have been constructed such as to 

supplement the ungauged estimates of Qmed. 
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Four rainfall run-off models have been developed for Model 4 (Trim). Although the gauged flow data is of 

high quality, three NAM models have been developed, one at each of the gauging stations to achieve 

calibration of the NAM models, simulate an extended AMAX series for the duration of the rainfall record 

and to fill in any gaps in the records which may have been missed. A NAM model has also been 

developed for the River Deel tributary where good calibration could be achieved. Where index flood flows 

have not been derived from NAM modelling the values are derived based on the IH124 method for small 

catchments (all catchments < 25km²) or the FSU method and adjusted against the calibrated NAM models 

where appropriate. 

The Boyne reach from section 0701_06099 to section 0701_05380X, along with the Boyce Town River, 

Boyce Town River Trib, Knightsbrook River, Newtown Bridge Stream, Friars Park Stream, Friars Park 

Stream Trib, Butter Stream and Butter Stream Trib have been designated as HPWs and have therefore 

been modelled as 1D-2D using the MIKE suite of software. Sections 0701_08447 to 0701_06158X and 

0701_05356 to 0701_04544 at the upstream and downstream ends respectively in this model on the River 

Boyne have been modelled as 1D. Channel markers have been located at the right and left banks of all 

cross sections. Flow within these markers is calculated by the 1D model component; however when the 

water level rises sufficiently to meet the bank markers flow can enter the 2D domain which represents the 

floodplain, where the 1D model has been linked to the 2D model.   

(4.9.1.2) Model Reference: HA07_TRIM4 

(4.9.1.3) AFAs included in the model: TRIM 

(4.9.1.4) Primary Watercourses / Water Bodies (including local names/modelled names): 

Reach ID          Name 

0701                 RIVER BOYNE   

0720                 BOYCE TOWN RIVER (TRIM TRIBUTARY 1 - BOYNE) 

0721                 BOYCE TOWN RIVER TRIB (TRIM TRIBUATRY 2 - BOYNE) 

0722                 KNIGHTSBROOK RIVER (TRIM TRIBUTARY 3 - BOYNE) 

0723                 NEWTOWN BRIDGE STREAM (BLACKFRIARY TRIBUTARY - BOYNE) 

0724                 FRIARS PARK STREAM (STONEHALL TRIBUTARY 1 – BOYNE) 

0725                 FRIARS PARK STREAM TRIB (STONEHALL TRIBUTARY 2 – BOYNE) 

0726                 BUTTER STREAM (ATHBOY ROAD TRIBUTARY 1 – BOYNE) 

0727                 BUTTER STREAM TRIB (ATHBOY ROAD TRIBUTARY 2 – BOYNE) 

(4.9.1.5) Software Type (and version): 

(a) 1D Domain:  

MIKE 11 (2011) 

(b) 2D Domain:  

MIKE 21 – Rectangular Mesh 

(2011) 

(c) Other model elements: 

MIKE FLOOD (2011) 
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4.9.2 Hydraulic Model Schematisation 

(4.9.2.1) Map of Model Extents:  

Figure 4.9.1 and Figure 4.9.2 illustrate the extent of the modelled catchment, river centre line, HEP 

locations and AFA extents as applicable.  The Trim Catchment has been designated largely as a HPW. 

The Trim catchment contains 8 Upstream Limit HEPs, 1 Intermediate HEP and 17 Trib HEPs. The 

catchment also contains 3 Gauging Station HEPs, 1 of which is located at the upstream model extent 

on the River Boyne and another of which is located at the downstream model extent on the River 

Boyne. 

 

Figure 4.9.1: Trim Model Overview 
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Figure 4.9.2: Trim AFA Extent 
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(4.9.2.2) x-y Coordinates of River (Upstream extent): 

Table 4.9.1: x-y Coordinates of River 

River Name  x  y 

0701 RIVER BOYNE 
269211.24  245272.51 

0720 BOYCE TOWN RIVER  
284460.28  254992.83 

0721 BOYCE TOWN RIVER TRIB 
283292.20  255183.58 

0722 KNIGHTSBROOK RIVER 
281205.64  254069.07 

0723 NEWTOWN BRIDGE STREAM 
280574.05  258493.65 

0724 FRIARS PARK STREAM 
280690.98  255147.56 

0725 FRIARS PARK STREAM TRIB 
279254.66  255630.74 

0726 BUTTER STREAM 
279306.72  257607.92 

0727 BUTTER STREAM TRIB 
278789.10  257958.68 

 

(4.9.2.3) Total Modelled Watercourse Length: 52.3 kilometres (approx) 

(4.9.2.4) 1D Domain only Watercourse 

Length: 

31.1 km 

(approx.) 

(4.9.2.5) 1D-2D Domain 

Watercourse Length: 

21.2 km 

(approx.) 

(4.9.2.6) 2D Domain Mesh Type / Resolution / Area: Rectangular / 5 metres/ 35km2 

(4.9.2.7) 2D Domain Model Extent: 

 

Figure 4.9.3: Extent of Trim 2d Model Domain 
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Figure 4.9.3 represents the modelled extents and the general topography of the catchment within the 

2D model domain.  The river centre-line is shown in red with red areas also representing blocked cells 

i.e. river centre lines, buildings or the area beyond the 2D model domain.  

 

The ground elevation (based on LiDAR data used to generate 2D rectangular mesh) is shown to 

provide an overview of the modelled area topography. Changes in the vertical scale of this map are 

outlined by the index, all levels have been set to OD Malin.  There was no further post processing 

required of the data contained within the mesh.   

 

Figure 4.9.4 and Figure 4.9.5 provide an overview drawing of the model schematisation. Figure 4.9.6 

to Figure 4.9.9 show detailed views. The overview diagram covers the model extents, showing the 

surveyed cross-section locations, AFA boundary and river centre line. It also shows the area covered 

by the 2D model domain. The detailed areas are provided where there is the most significant risk of 

flooding. These diagrams include the surveyed cross-section locations, AFA boundary and river centre. 

They also show the location of the critical structures as discussed in Section 4.9.3.1, along with the 

location and extent of the links between the 1D and 2D models.  For clarity in viewing cross-section 

locations, the model schematisation diagrams show the full extent of the surveyed cross-sections. Note 

that the 1D model considers only the cross-section between the 1D-2D links. 

 

The upstream extent of the model on the River Boyne commences approximately 150m upstream of 

the first structure, a bridge at cross-section 0701_08431D located at chainage 20198.033m. At the 

downstream end of the model, mapping occurs to chainage 56452m as flood mapping downstream of 

this location is covered by the Navan model. 
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Figure 4.9.4: Overview of Model Schematisation (1 of 2) 

 

Figure 4.9.5: Overview of Model Schematisation (2 of 2) 
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Figure 4.9.6: Model Schematisation of  a reach of the Butter Stream 

 

Figure 4.9.7: Model Schematisation of  a reach of the River Boyne 
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Figure 4.9.8: Model Schematisation of  a reach of the River Boyne 

 

Figure 4.9.9: Model Schematisation of  a reach of the River Boyne (in the Stoneyford area) 
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(4.9.2.8) Survey Information 

(4.9.2.8.a) Survey Folder Structure: 

First Level Folder Second Level Folder Third Level Folder 

Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0701J_120620 

Trim 

Murphy: Surveyor Name 

E07: Eastern CFRAM Study Area, 

Hydrometric Area 7 

M04: Model Number 4 

0701J: River Reference 

WP1: Work Package  

Version: Most up to date 

120620: Date Issued (20th JUN 2012) 

V0_0701_J_GIS and 

Floodplain Photos 

Flood_Plain_Photos_and_Sh

apefiles 

V0_0701_J_Videos  

V1_0701_J_XS 

Drawings and PDFs 

4409-0701_J_V1 

Photos (Naming 

convention is in the 

format of Cross-Section 

ID and orientation - 

upstream, downstream, 

left bank or right bank) 

 

(4.9.2.8.b) Survey Folder References: 

Reach ID     Name File Ref. 

0701            RIVER BOYNE Murphy_E07_M04_M06_WP3_0701F_120627 

0701            RIVER BOYNE Murphy_E07_M01_M04_WP2_0701I_120625 

0701            RIVER BOYNE  Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0701J_120620 

0701            RIVER BOYNE  Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0701K_120620 

0701            RIVER BOYNE Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0701L_120620 

0720            BOYCE TOWN RIVER Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0720_120702 

0721            BOYCE TOWN RIVER TRIB Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0721_120620 

0722            KNIGHTSBROOK RIVER Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0722_120620 

0723            NEWTOWN BRIDGE STREAM Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0723_120620 

0724            FRIARS PARK STREAM Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0724_120620 

0725            FRIARS PARK STREAM TRIB Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0725_120620 

0726            BUTTER STREAM Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0726_120620 

0727           BUTTER STREAM TRIB Murphy_E07_M04_WP1_0727_120620 
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(4.9.2.9) Survey Issues: 

There were no survey queries issued in relation to this model. 

 

The cross-sections located within the 1D only model reaches (between chainage 20043.692 - 42933 

and chainage 52461.542 - 59096.925) have been reviewed and extended using the NDHM (in order to 

prevent 'glass walls' from affecting peak water levels and flows). 

 

4.9.3 Hydraulic Model Construction 

(4.9.3.1) 1D Structures (in-channel 

along modelled watercourses):   

See Appendix A.1 

Number of Bridges and Culverts: 56 

Number of weirs: 28 (25 weirs, 3 cross-sections entered in 

network model acting as a weir) 
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Figure 4.9.10: River Boyne – 6159W (photo 0701_06160W_RB) 

Figure 4.9.10 shows a weir on the River Boyne, cross section 0701_06160W at chainage 42911. This 

structure was removed from the network file as a weir to improve model run stability. The issue was a 

very large build up of water, causing a vast difference between the water levels upstream and 

downstream of the weir with erratic flickering of the water level in the model simulation and a courant 

number exceeding 10 (ideally should be less than 1). The surveyed cross-sections at the weir were 

retained in the model, still representing the weir but removing the instability.  The weir drowns out in 

the model during all design runs which is considered to be representative of reality. 

 

Figure 4.9.11: 0726, Butter Stream – 82J (photo 0726_00082J_UP) 

Downstream face of 

culvert - singular pipe 
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Figure 4.9.12: 0727, Butter Stream Tributary – 17I (photo 0727_00017I_DN) 

Culvert 17I on Butter Stream Tributary was found to flow directly into Butter Stream, with its 

downstream face being 82J. It can be seen on the survey photographs in Figure 4.9.11, which shows 

the downstream face and Figure 4.9.12, which shows the upstream face, that there is variance 

between the two faces of the culvert, however, no information was provided on where or how this 

change occurs within the culvert, resulting in assumptions being made. Further information can be 

found in 4.9.6 Hydraulic Model Assumptions, Limitations and Handover Notes. No significant afflux 

was found to occur due to this culvert during any design run, as shown in Figure 4.9.40 in Appendix 

A.2. 

 

Figure 4.9.13: 0701, River Boyne – 8093D (photo 0701_08093D_LB) 

Upstream face of 

culvert - two pipes 

Small arch at far 

left hand side 
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Figure 4.9.13 shows bridge 8093D at chainage 23577.994 on the River Boyne. The small arch on the 

far left hand side of the bridge was removed for model run purposes. Further information is stated in 

4.9.6.1 Hydraulic Model Assumptions.  

 

 

Figure 4.9.14: 0701, River Boyne – 5885D (photo 0701_05885D_DN) 

Figure 4.9.14 shows a foot bridge on the River Boyne at chainage 45662.687 which was identified as a 

critical structure. Water builds up to a slight extent upstream of the bridge in the higher return periods 

due to the banks at this bridge intruding into the channel. The bridge was found to become surcharged 

during design runs of 0.1% AEP as the soffit level of the bridge is 53.71mOD Malin and the maximum 

calculated water level during this design run is 54.06mOD Malin. This results in an afflux of 

approximately 0.2m across the structure. 
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Figure 4.9.15: 0701, River Boyne – 5726D (photo 0701_05726D_DN) 

Figure 4.9.15 shows a multi-arched bridge (5 arches) contained within the channel on the River Boyne 

at chainage 47255.772 which was identified as a critical structure, again due to the small amount of 

water attenuation occurring here. 

 

Figure 4.9.16: 0701, River Boyne – 5090W (photo 0701_05090W_UP) 

Figure 4.9.16 shows a critical structure identified on the River Boyne at chainage 53603.826. This weir 

causes an afflux of approximately 0.2m at low flow, resulting in a build up of water upstream. This weir 

was found to become flooded out in extreme events. 
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(4.9.3.2) 1D Structures in the 2D 

domain (beyond the modelled 

watercourses): 

None 

(4.9.3.3) 2D Model structures: None 

(4.9.3.4) Defences: 

No formal or informal defences present. 

(4.9.3.5) Model Boundaries - Inflows: 

Full details of the flow estimates are provided in the Hydrology Report (IBE0600Rp0025_HA07 

Hydrology Report_D01 - Section 5.4 and Appendix D).  The boundary conditions implemented in the 

model are shown in Table 4.9.2. 

 

Table 4.9.2: Model Boundary Conditions 

The top-up hydrograph for 07_1517_5_RPS & 07005_RPS was delayed by 3 hours to coincide with 

the peak of the 07007_RPS inflow in the Boyne and therefore increase the downstream flow for the 

07005_RPS gauging station. This was carried out to match gauged flows recorded at 07005_RPS. No 

changes were made to flows to increase them to match the level required, it was merely a case of 

delaying the peak of 07_1517_5_RPS & 07005_RPS so it coincided with the peak of 07007_RPS. No 

changes were made to lateral flows in the model. 

 

Figure 4.9.17 provides examples of the largest input hydrographs and Figure 4.9.18 provides 

examples of the smallest inputs. 
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Figure 4.9.17: Inflow hydrographs showing the four largest inflows for the 0.1% AEP event: 

07007_RPS, 07_954_3, 07_248_2_RPS and 07_971_6 
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Figure 4.9.18: Inflow hydrographs showing the four smallest inflows for the 0.1% AEP event: 

07_240_5_RPS, 07_20000_U, 0726 U/S Inflow and 07_1609_1 

(4.9.3.6) Model Boundaries 

– Downstream Conditions: 

The downstream boundary condition (cross section 0701_04544 at 

chainage 59096.925) is an auto-calculated Q-h relationship based on 

Manning's formula, generated based on the cross-section at the 

downstream extent of the model, the slope and the Manning's value at 

this location. This relationship is plotted in Figure 4.9.19. 
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Figure 4.9.19: Downstream Boundary Condition (Q-h relationship at Cross-Section 07_04544) 

(4.9.3.7) Model Roughness: (see Section 3.5.1 'Roughness Coefficients') 

(4.9.3.7.a) In-Bank (1D 

Domain) 

Minimum 'n' value: 0.035 Maximum 'n' value: 0.050 

(4.9.3.7.b) MPW Out-of-

Bank (1D) 

Minimum 'n' value: 0.035 Maximum 'n' value: 0.035 

(4.9.3.7.c) MPW/HPW Out-

of-Bank  

(2D) - see Figure 4.9.19 

Minimum 'n' value: 0.03 

(Inverse of Manning's 'M') 

 

Maximum 'n' value: 0.045 

(Inverse of Manning's 'M') 
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Figure 4.9.20: Map of 2D Roughness (Manning's n) 

The map in Figure 4.9.20 above illustrates the roughness values applied within the 2D domain of the 

model. Roughness in the 2D domain was applied based on land type areas defined in the CORINE 

Land Cover Map with representative roughness values associated with each of the land cover classes 

in the dataset. 
 

(4.9.3.7.d) Examples of In-Bank Roughness Coefficients 
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Figure 4.9.21: KNIGHTSBROOK RIVER – 

0722_00183_UP 

Cross section 0722_00813 located on the 

Knightsbrook River (0722) (Trim Tributary 3 - 

Boyne in the model) at chainage 1233.258. 

Manning’s n = 0.035 

Standard natural stream or river in stable 

condition 

 

Figure 4.9.22: FRIARS PARK STREAM TRIB - 

0725_00090I_UP 

Cross section 0725_00090I located on Friars Park 

Stream Trib (0725) ( Stonehall Tribuatry 2 - Boyne 

in the model) at chainage 782.414. 

Manning’s n = 0.040 

Standard natural stream or river in stable 

condition, with more stones and weeds. 

 

Figure 4.9.23: NEWTOWN BRIDGE STREAM – 

0723_00186_UP 

Cross section 0723_00186 located on Newtown 

Bridge Stream (0723) (Blackfriary Tributary - 

Boyne in model) at chainage 923.795. 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Clean, winding, some pools and shoals but more 

weeds and stones. 

 

Figure 4.9.24: BOYCETOWN RIVER - 

0720_00158_DN 

Cross section 0720_00158 located on the Boyce 

Town River (0720) (Trim Tributary 1 - Boyne in 

the model) at chainage 706.093. 

Manning’s n = 0.050 

Clean, winding, some pools and shoals with more 

weeds and stones. 
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Figure 4.9.25: RIVER BOYNE - 0701_06597_UP 

Cross section 0701_06597 located on the River 

Boyne (0701) at chainage 38538.64. 

Manning's n = 0.035 

Standard natural stream or river in stable 

condition 

 

Figure 4.9.26: RIVER BOYNE - 0701_08093D_UP 

Cross section 0701_08093D located on the River 

Boyne (0701) at chainage 23568. 

Manning's n = 0.035 

Standard natural stream or river in stable condition 

4.9.4 Sensitivity Analysis  

To be completed at Final Stage (F02) 

 

4.9.5 Hydraulic Model Calibration and Verification 

(4.9.5.1) Key Historical Floods (from IBE0600Rp0004_HA07 Inception Report_F02 unless otherwise 

specified): 

AUG 2008. Review of the historical data indicated that flooding occurred in Navan, Trim, Ballivor, 

Athboy and Edenderry in August 2008. 

At Trim, the heavy rainfall on the Boyne catchment resulted in the River Boyne 

overtopping its banks.  The level reading at Trim Hydrometric Station was the 7th 

highest on record.  Trim Pitch and Putt course flooded; however no further 

information on properties flooded or resultant damage was available. A peak flow of 

129.6m3/s was recorded at Trim Hydrometric Station (07005) during this flood event.  

This was estimated to be between a 50% and 10% AEP flood event and the model 

simulations, shown below in Figure 4.9.27, demonstrate flooding of this vicinity during 

the 10% AEP event. 
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Generally, the model supports the estimated return period.  There are no further 

details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to 

be used for model calibration.   

 

Figure 4.9.27: Simulated Flood Extents at Trim Pitch and Putt for the 1%, 10% 

and 0.1% AEP events 

JAN 2005.  Review of the historical data indicated that on 7th January 2005, the River Boyne 

overflowed into low lying ground and subsequently flooded the swimming pool and 

children's play area in Trim.  A peak flow of 125.9 m3/s occurred at Trim Hydrometric 

Station during this flood event. 

The peak flow recorded is similar to the peak flow recorded during the August 2008 

event, with an estimated flood frequency between 50% and 10% AEP.  The children's 

play area is within the 10% AEP flood extent however the swimming pool is located a 

significant distance from all modelled flood extents, as shown in Figure 4.9.27.  

Consequently, as it is not reasonably practicable to achieve modelled fluvial flood 

extents which encompass the swimming pool, and due to the lack of information on 

the source of flooding, it is assumed that the swimming pool flooding due to a source 

other than fluvial flooding.   

Generally, the model supports the estimated return period.  There are no further 

details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to 

Trim Pitch and 

Putt course 

Children's 

play area Swimming pool - building does not 

flood from fluvial flooding but 

riverside grounds are inundated 
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be used for model calibration.   

NOV 2002. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Drogheda, Navan, Trim 

and Edenderry in November 2002.  In Navan and Trim, more extensive fluvial 

flooding occurred as a result of the River Boyne overflowing in both towns. 

There are no further details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so 

this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

NOV 2000. 

 

Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Drogheda, Navan, Trim, 

Baltray, Edenderry and Mornington in November 2000.  Floods were caused by 

heavy rain and storm force winds. In Navan and Trim it was reported more extensive 

flooding occurred as a result of the River Boyne overflowing in both towns.  

In Trim, Patrick Street, Loman Street and Watergate Street Bridge were flooded.  The 

bridge remained closed for a period after the flood had passed due to fears regarding 

its integrity.  

The peak flow recorded at station 07041 on 7th November 2000 was approximately 

237m3/s, which is beyond the reliable limit for this station. 

Watergate Street Bridge was not found to flood during any model design run, as 

shown in Figure 4.9.28. It should be noted however that this bridge was replaced in 

2005, so information regarding the bridge flooding cannot be used for model 

calibration or verification. 

Flooding was only found to occur on Loman Street during design runs of 0.1% AEP, 

as shown in Figure 4.9.28. It was not possible to achieve model flooding in this area 

during less severe design runs, so it is possible that flooding at this location during 

November 2000 was due to an alternative source. 
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Figure 4.9.28: Simulated Flood Extents at Loman St and Watergate St Bridge, 

for the 1%, 10% and 0.1% AEP events 

Model simulations (see Figure 4.9.29) indicate that Patrick Street is not subject to 

fluvial flooding from the River Boyne itself.  Patrick Street is located a significant 

distance from all modelled flood extents.  Consequently, as it is not reasonably 

practicable to achieve modelled fluvial flood extents which encompass the Patrick 

Street, and due to the lack of information on the source of flooding, it is assumed that 

this flooding is due to a source other than fluvial flooding.   

Watergate 

Street Bridge 

Loman Street 
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Figure 4.9.29: Simulated Flood Extents Patrick Street, for the 1%, 10% and 0.1% 

AEP events 

There are no further details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so 

this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

FEB 1995. Heavy rainfall in February of 1995 led to flooding in Trim and Ballivor.  In Trim, the 

peak flow recorded at Trim Hydrometric Station (07005) for this event was 130.4m3/s. 

This equates to a flood frequency of approximately 50% AEP. The River Boyne 

overflowed its banks and Watergate Street Bridge was closed as a precaution.  No 

further information is available.  There are no further details of flood extents, levels or 

the source of flooding and so this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

JUN 1993. Navan, Trim and Ballivor endured floods in June 1993 following heavy rainfall and 

fluvial flooding.  In Trim, the peak flow for this event was measured at 138m3/s.  The 

River Boyne overflowed, and Watergate Street Bridge was closed as a precaution as 

the water level was 2-3 inches below the deck of the bridge.  The daily mean water 

level at Trim Hydrometric Station (as per http://www.opw.ie/hydro), which is located 

just upstream of Watergate Street Bridge, was measured as 56.0mOD Poolbeg, or 

approximately 53.3mOD Malin. 

The peak flow recorded is similar to the peak flow recorded during the August 2008 

Patrick Street 
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event, with an estimated flood frequency between 50% and 10% AEP.  During the 

10% AEP model simulation, the peak water level at 07005 reaches 53.59 mOD which 

is 0.167m higher than the measured peak water level during the June 1993 flood 

event (53.423mOD on 12/06/93).  Generally, the model supports the estimated return 

period.  There are no further details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding 

and so this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

DEC 1978. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Drogheda, Navan, Trim, 

Mornington and Baltray in December 1978.  A maximum flow of 130m3/s was 

recorded at Trim hydrometric station (07005) where the River Boyne overflowed.  

Griffin Park, Athboy Road, Market Street, Haggard Street, High Street, St. Joseph's 

home and St. Mary's secondary school were all mentioned as having flooded. 

The peak flow recorded is similar to the peak flow recorded during the August 2008 

event, with an estimated return period of between 50% and 10% AEP.  None of the 

areas described were found to flood during any model design run, as shown in Figure 

4.9.30 and Figure 4.9.31. These locations are likely to have been subjected to pluvial 

flooding rather than fluvial as they are located at a significant distance from any 

modelled watercourses.  There are no further details of flood extents, levels or the 

source of flooding and so this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

 

Figure 4.9.30: Simulated Flood Extents at the Athboy Road for the 1%, 10% and 

Athboy Road 
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0.1% AEP events 

 

Figure 4.9.31: Simulated Flood Extents at High Street and Market Street for the 

1%, 10% and 0.1% AEP events 

DEC 1968. An OPW report indicates that flooding occurred during December 1968/January 1969 

in Navan and Trim when the River Boyne overflowed.  The affected areas were at 

Derrindaly, near Trim, and at Kilcarn, near Navan.  However, no exact date or 

specific details are available for this flood event. There are no further details of flood 

extents, levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to be used for 

model calibration.   

NOV 1965. A flood event was found to have occurred in Drogheda, Navan and Trim in November 

of 1965.  The flooding was caused by heavy rainfall, with the situation in Drogheda 

compounded due to high tides.  In Trim, the River Boyne overtopped its banks.  The 

peak flow recorded at Trim hydrometric station was 186.52m3/s. Some press articles 

reported that the level of the River Boyne rose to 6 feet above its normal level (from 

http://www.opw.ie/hydro, the 95 percentile level at Trim hydrometric station, upstream 

of Watergate Bridge, is 53.36mOD Poolbeg derived for the period 1975 to 2008), 

while others reported that the level was an inch above the 1954 flood level (which 

itself was reported to have risen above the parapets of the New Bridge).  The New 

Bridge was impassable and 3 houses flooded with reported depths of over 3 feet of 

High Street 

Market Street 
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water.   

The peak water level reached at the Trim Hydrometric Station is not available.  The 

reported peak flow is significantly higher than the reliable limit of the gauge.  The 

reported comments are insufficient in detail in order to be used to calibrate or validate 

the model - the location of the flooded houses is unknown.  There are no further 

details of flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to 

be used for model calibration.   

JAN 1965. Flooding occurred in Navan and Trim in January 1965.  Flooding was reported in the 

Moymet area of Trim.  This area is not located in the vicinity of any modelled 

watercourses.  There are no further details of flood extents, levels or the source of 

flooding and so this event is unable to be used for model calibration.   

DEC 1954. A flood event was found to have occurred in Drogheda, Mornington, Navan and Trim 

in December of 1954.  In Trim, the River Boyne overflowed its banks and the water 

level rose above the parapets of the "new bridge".  Press article reported flooding of 

houses on Mill Lane and Athboy Road.  During this flood event, the automatic flood 

gauge in the river was swept away; hence hydrometric data is not available. 

It is not possible to estimate the flood frequency of this event as gauge data is 

missing. Model calibration using this data is therefore not possible. Houses on Mill 

Lane were found to be affected by flooding during design runs of 1% AEP, , as shown 

in Figure 4.9.32, which provides limited model verification.  

  

Figure 4.9.32: Simulated Flood Extents at Mill Lane for Dec 1954 Event for the 

1%, 10% and 0.1% AEP events 

Mill Lane 
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MAR 1947. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Navan, Trim, Ballivor and 

Athboy in March 1947.  The flooding followed rapid thaw of snow and ice in 

conjunction with heavy rainfall.  In Trim, the River Boyne overtopped its banks and 

press articles report the river rising to 8 feet above its normal level.  The bridge in 

Trim was submerged and families in low lying areas had to abandon their homes.  

Some roads were impassable.  Reports indicate that approaches to one bridge in the 

town were blocked by 3 feet of water, indicating that the water level reached 

approximately 58.83mOD Poolbeg.  The reported comments are insufficient in detail 

in order to be used to calibrate or validate the model.  There are no further details of 

flood extents, levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to be used 

for model calibration.   

AUG 1905. Flooding occurred in Trim in August 1905 caused by approximately 36 hours of heavy 

rainfall in the Trim area.  Only outline information for this flood event is available from 

a press report.  This states that damage was caused to crops along the River Boyne; 

however no further details are available.  There are no further details of flood extents, 

levels or the source of flooding and so this event is unable to be used for model 

calibration.   

Summary of Calibration 

Water level and flow records from gauging stations 07005, 07007 and 07041 were analysed in order to 

determine the flood frequency of historical events at the Trim AFA. It should be noted that flow data for 

flood events is generally beyond the reliable limit for the rating at these stations however and should be 

treated with caution. 

Appendix A.3 provides details of the flow in the model at every HEP intermediate check point, modelled 

tributary and gauging station. These flows have been compared with the hydrology flow estimation and a 

percentage difference provided and generally good agreement has been observed. 

A mass balance calculation was carried out on the model to make sure that the total volume of water 

entering and leaving the model at the upstream and downstream boundaries balances the quantity of 

water remaining in the model domain at the end of a simulation. Refer to Chapter 3.11 for details of 

acceptable limits.  The mass error in the 1% AEP design run was found to be 0.29%, which lies well within 

acceptable limits.. 

Very little detailed information is available relating to fluvial flooding within the Trim AFA, and a number of 

changes which affect the hydrodynamics of the modelled watercourses have been made to the area in 

recent years such as the replacement of Watergate Street Bridge in 2005.  As a result, detailed model 

calibration was not possible. The model Q-h relationship was calibrated to the rating curves at hydrometric 

gauges 07005, 07007 and 07041 and good agreement at these locations was achieved. Good qualitative 

support for the model results was also achieved from the limited historical flooding information available. 

Despite the limited calibration and verification data, the model is considered to be performing satisfactorily 

for design event simulation. 
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(4.9.5.2) Post Public Consultation Updates: 

All recorded comments were investigated following informal public consultation and formal S.I. public 

consultation periods in 2015.  Following on from the public consultation period, general model updates 

were applied to refine model resolution and improve model stability, mapping issued as Final reflects 

these changes. 

(4.9.5.3) Standard of Protection of Existing Formal Defences: 

None. 

(4.9.5.4) Gauging Stations: 

(a) Station 07007_RPS, River Boyne 

This gauging station is located at the upstream end of the Trim model. All spot gaugings marked 

as ‘data post logger removal, rating B’ (post 1980) fall within 400mm of the modelled Q-h, the 

required range for a MPW. Data before this point is not regarded for this rating curve match as the 

change of a data logger due to drainage works leaves an inconsistency in the spot gauge zero 

and so these spot gaugings were no longer representative. It appears that a low flow control point 

has been missed in surveying, causing the offset of the modelled graph from the OPW Rating 

Equations curve (see Figure 4.9.33 below). The limit of reliable rating stated by OPW for this 

station is 17m3/s from 01/10/72. Therefore, flow values above this have been extrapolated and 

should be treated with caution. The closest match between the OPW rating curve and the 

modelled rating curve is up to this flow value, where it can then be seen to vary to a higher degree 

past this. At flows higher than 40m3/s a very different pattern can be seen, with the model showing 

hysteresis occurring. There are two bridges upstream of the gauge, one immediately so and a 

further bridge downstream within close proximity which are the cause of the hysteresis effect due 

to attenuation of water. As this gauging station lies within a MPW this rating curve match can be 

accepted. 
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Figure 4.9.33: Comparison of Modelled Rating Curves with Existing Rating and Spot Gaugings, 

Station 07007 

(b) Station 07005_RPS, River Boyne 

 

A gauging station is located in Trim with bridges located immediately upstream and downstream. 

A rating review was carried out in order to support the calibration of the model. Refer to 

IBE0600Rp0025_HA07_Hydrology Report_F01 for full details of this rating review. A good 

correlation was found between the spot gaugings and the model output, however, for low flows 

simulated the water level is approximately 100mm lower. Limit of reliable rating is 130m3/s so flow 

values above this have been extrapolated and should be treated with caution and from this point a 

variation can be seen from the RPS curve (see Figure 4.9.34 below). All spot gaugings pre 1977 

were excluded as channel dredging in the Boyne had been carried out and these spot gaugings 

were no longer viewed as being representative. 
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Figure 4.9.34: Comparison of Modelled Rating Curves with Existing Rating and Spot Gaugings, 

Station 07005 

(c) Station 07041_RPS, River Boyne 

This gauging station at the downstream end of the Trim model had no spot gauges provided so 

the model curve was matched only to the EPA Rating Equation curve (see Figure 4.9.35 below). A 

maximum depth variance of 0.07m can be observed and the model Q-h is a very good match. 
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Figure 4.9.35: Comparison of Modelled Rating Curves with Existing Rating and Spot Gaugings, 

Station 07041 

(4.9.5.5) Other Information: 

None. 

 

4.9.6 Hydraulic Model Assumptions, Limitations and Handover Notes 

(4.9.6.1) Hydraulic Model Assumptions:   

(a) A hot-start file has been used in the 1D model component during all design runs. This hotstart file 

simulates baseflow conditions in all watercourses within the Trim model. 

(b) Top-up flow between 07_1517_5_RPS and 07005_RPS has been delayed by three hours 

changing the peak from occurring at 03:00:00 to 06:00:00 on 2/1/2013, to coincide with the peak 

of the 07007_RPS inflow in the Boyne and therefore increase the downstream flow for the 

07005_RPS gauging station. 

(c) An extremely low initial flow on channel 0725, Stonehall Tributary 2-Boyne, caused unsteadiness 

in the model. Therefore, up until 1/1/13 10:30:00 at 07_20000_U for the input to this channel, the 

flow has been increased to 0.1m3/s. 

(d) The in-channel roughness coefficients were selected based on normal bounds using photographs 

delivered as part of the channel and structure survey.. 

(e) Culvert 17I on Butter Stream Trib (0727) was surveyed at the upstream inlet but length was 
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unknown, however the surveyors traced the culvert and confirmed that it flows into reach 0726. 

Therefore, after observation of data and maps also, the culvert was entered as being 

approximately 224.6m long with the upstream face double piped, 1m diameter each. The 

downstream face at 82J was entered as the only cross-section along the culvert with a single pipe 

of 1.6m diameter. This decision was based on the double piped face being the most limiting to 

flow and so the larger 1.6m diameter single pipe was included only at the downstream cross-

section 0726_00082J at chainage 655.613 on Butter Stream (0726) to simulate the most critical 

event in this area.  There was no interpolated cross-section for the transition, with the cross-

section immediately upstream of 82J, section 0727_00017I at chainage 730 on Butter Stream Trib 

(0727), being the double piped face. The invert level of the pipe at the outlet was also raised from 

62.12mOD Malin to 62.5mOD Malin in order to improve model stability. This was considered to be 

a conservative assumption as it would have the effect of slightly reducing the culvert's capacity.  

(f) For Bridge 8093D at chainage 23577.994 on the River Boyne where the small arch on the far left 

hand side was removed from the model,  the location of this arch (far off to the left hand side from 

the channel itself) was causing an instability in the MIKE model. This resulted in flickering of the 

water level affecting the maximum water level reached and removing the arch proved the only 

solution to provide full stability of the structure. Modelling the presence of the arch was deemed 

unnecessary as it is not connected to the river channel and at its raised level on the left river bank 

and the wall and fence built up in front of it, even in extreme flood situations it is unlikely to be 

flooded, with an assumption of little to no effect if the situation did occur. 

(g) Weir 6159W on the River Boyne is not included in the network file as it was causing instability 

issues in the model simulations; however the cross-sections are still remaining so the small rise in 

bed level is still providing the required backwater. 

(h) Three cross-sections have been input to the network file where a rise occurs in the bed level and 

they were required to be entered as weirs for stability: 0701_05534_acting as a weir, 

0701_05570_acting as a weir and 0701_06057_acting as a weir. 

(4.9.6.2) Hydraulic Model Limitations and Parameters:   
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a) The cross-section and Network files are identical for all design run simulations. The parameters 

within the HD parameter file are also identical. 

b) Where the watercourses are modelled as 1D-2D, markers have been located at the top of the 

bank of the cross-sections within the 1D model to denote the point at which water is transferred 

from the 1D model to the 2D domain.  Where the watercourses are modelled as 1D only, the 

floodplain is contained within the cross-section in the 1D model, as the markers are placed at the 

cross-section extents. 

c) During model construction, some instabilities were detected.  A review of the model 

schematisation was conducted in an attempt to remove or reduce the impact of these instabilities.  

This involved minor adjustments to cross-section locations around structures in order to improve 

model resolution.  Once this process had been completed, remaining instabilities were caused 

during the transfer of flow from MIKE 11 to MIKE 21.  A review of the lateral links was conducted 

to ensure they were appropriate.  After this process was completed, a review of the lateral link 

parameters was conducted to resolve remaining instabilities, resulting in the selection of the 

parameters identified in the table below. 

d) An overall time step of 1 second has been selected for all run scenarios. 

e) In HD Parameters the delta value was set to 0.85. 

f) The Zeta Min value was set to 0.2. 

g) Inter1Max value was set to 50. 

h) In the MIKE11 set-up, a hot-start file was created. This file simulates initial baseflow conditions. 

i) At structure 0701_08093D on the River Boyne the small far left arch has been removed for 

modelling purposes. This will have no effect on the smaller flood events and little to none for the 

thousand year flood.  

j) A weir structure was removed from the .nwk file  (cross section 0701_06160W) at chainage 42911 

on the River Boyne (as stated in Section 4.9.3.1), as it was not hydraulically significant and was a 

source of instability within the model. The cross-section along the crest of the weir remains part of 

the .xns file. 

k) Grid spacing of 5m was applied throughout the model. This resolution was selected as it allows 

the area of interest to be modelled in sufficient detail whilst also maintaining good computational 

performance of the model. 

l) There are some instabilities within the model, however they do not affect the maximum water 

level. Following a review of the model, it was not possible to eradicate these instabilities 

completely, so their significance and impact on the model results was reviewed. The instabilities 

do not affect the peak water level as stated and no erroneous out-of -bank flooding is caused, 

therefore it was concluded that they do not have a significant impact on model results. An 

example is shown in Figure 4.9.36 during the 0.1% AEP event at chainage 33786 along the River 

Boyne. 
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Figure 4.9.36: Water Level profile for 0.1% AEP design run at 0701_07073E 

MIKE 11 

Timestep (seconds) 1 

Wave Approximation High Order Fully Dynamic 

Delta 0.85 

MIKE 21 

Timestep (seconds) 1 

Drying / Flooding depths (metres) 0.02/0.03 

Eddy Viscosity (and type) 0.17 (Constant value, Flux based) 

MIKE FLOOD 

Link Exponential Smoothing Factor  

(where non-default value used) 

 1 

Lateral Link Depth Tolerance (m) 

(where non-default value used) 

0.1 

(4.9.6.3) Design Event Runs & Hydraulic Model Handover Notes: 

a) The topographical survey information provided by Murphys Surveys for HA07 has been 

supplemented with topographical survey information recorded for the purpose of the Gauging 

Station Rating Reviews (in order to facilitate model calibration at the gauging station location). 

b) Post-processing of the flood extents to remove those bridges and culverts which do not flood for 
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the modelled return period from the flood extent (as discussed in Chapter 3).  There was no 

further post-processing of the flood extents required. 

c) Trim is influenced only by fluvial sources. 

d) The 10% AEP, 1% AEP and 0.1% AEP fluvial events were simulated to determine the flood risk 

throughout the Trim AFA. The flood extents show land and property being flooded, particularly on 

the River Boyne running through Trim town itself and continuing with out of bank flooding 

downstream of this. 

e) The weir at 6159W on the River Boyne was removed from the network file as a weir for model run 

stability. The cross-sections remain in the model, so the channel remains the same and water flow 

will act in the same manner as before. 

f) An assumption of length and location of culvert shape change was made for culvert 17I on Athboy 

Tributary 2 linking to 82J on Athboy Tributary 1, as has been discussed in Section 4.9.6.1. 

g) Considerable flooding was found to occur from the River Boyne upstream of the Trim AFA during 

all modelled design runs, as shown in Figure 4.9.37. This flooding is due to insufficient channel 

capacity. Large areas of agricultural land are affected. The R161 was also found to flood during 

design runs of 10% AEP or greater, and the R156 was found to flood during design runs of 0.1% 

AEP. Up to approximately 10 properties were found to be affected during design runs of 0.1% 

AEP as well. 
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Figure 4.9.37: Modelled flood extents of the River Boyne upstream of the Trim AFA. 

h) Flooding from the River Boyne was found to occur in the Trim AFA due to insufficient channel 

capacity and the restrictive effect of a number of bridges including 5885D and 5726D. Flooding 

was found to affect the Pitch and Putt golf course during design runs of 10% AEP or greater, as 

shown in Figure 4.9.27. A number of properties on Mill Lane were also found to flood during 

design runs of 1% AEP, as shown in Figure 4.9.32. 

i) Flooding was found to occur on the Knightsbrook River during all model design runs due to 

insufficient channel capacity and the restrictive effect of culvert 12I at chainage 2953. Flooding 

affects agricultural land and is most significant during design runs of 1% AEP or greater, as shown 

in Figure 4.9.38. No properties were found to be affected. 

River Boyne 
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Figure 4.9.38: Modelled flood extents of the Knightbrook River 

j) Flooding was found to occur on the Boycetown River during design runs of 10% AEP or greater, 

as shown in Figure 4.9.39. This flooding is due to insufficient channel capacity and the restrictive 

effect of culvert 32D which passes under the R154 at chainage 1969. Flooding was mainly found 

to affect agricultural land, however flooding was also found to affect one property and the R154 

during design runs of 0.1% AEP. 

Knightbrook River 

Culvert 12I 
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Figure 4.9.39: Modelled flood extents of the Boycetown River 

k) In conclusion, the model is considered to be performing well for design event simulation and is 

supported by historic and hydrometric information.  The modelled flood extents cover areas which 

have a history of flooding and modelled flows correlate well with estimated flows providing 

confidence that the model adequately represents the hydraulics of the modelled watercourses. 

l) The cross-sections located within the 1D model reaches (between Ch 20043 - 43185 and Ch 

50690 - 59096) have been reviewed and extended using the NDHM (in order to prevent 'glass 

walls' from affecting peak water levels and flows). 

(4.9.6.4) Hydraulic Model Deliverables: 

Please see Appendix A.4 for a list of all model files provided with this report. 

(4.9.6.5) Quality Assurance: 

Model Constructed by: 

Model Reviewed by: 

Model Approved by: 

Maria Nixon 

Stephen Patterson 

Andrew Jackson 

 

Boycetown River 

Culvert 32D 
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APPENDIX A.1  

STRUCTURE DETAILS 

Structure Details – Bridges & Culverts 

RIVER BRANCH  CHAINAGE  ID 
LENGTH 
(m) 

OPENING 
SHAPE 

 

HEIGHT 
(m) 

WIDTH 
(m) 

SPRING HEIGHT 
FROM INVERT 

(m) 

MANNING’S 
N 

       Bridges 

Trim Tributary 1 – Boyne  1933.121  0720_00036D_bridge  12.36  Arch x 2  2.442, 2.293  1.6, 1.7  1.911, 1.783  0.013 

Trim Tributary 1 – Boyne  1969.947  0720_00032D_bridge  24.12  Irregular  2.196  2.8  0.174  0.021 

Trim Tributary 1 – Boyne  2111.26  0720_00017D_bridge  3.34  Irregular  2.388  2.4  N/A  0.013 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  73.647  0722_00299D_bridge  3.85  Arch  3.428  3  1.648  0.013 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  269.715  0722_00280D_bridge  4.72  Irregular  2.761  6.191  N/A  0.013 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  2610.565  0722_00045D_bridge  9.25  Irregular x 2  2.797, 2.826  1.9, 2.1  2.107, 2.826  0.014 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  2982.128  0722_00008D_bridge  10.73  Irregular x 2  2.773, 2.657  2.36, 1.797  2.031, 2.037  0.021 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  404.694  0723_00239D_bridge  9.69  Arch  1.917  1.802  1.387  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  1563.018  0723_00124D_bridge  22.15  Arch  1.498  2  0.798  0.014 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  1865.117  0723_00094D_bridge  18.84  Irregular  1.359  2.6  N/A  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  2289.989  0723_00050D_bridge  1.22  Irregular  2.049  6.7  N/A  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  2309.534  0723_00048D_bridge  3.54  Irregular  1.18  2  N/A  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  2514.604  0723_00033D_bridge  1.87  Irregular  1.676  2.8  N/A  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  2751.699  0723_00009D_bridge  3.78  Irregular  0.919  1.7  0.539  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 1 – Boyne  1398.705  0724_00003D_bridge  1.01  Irregular  1.246  3.716  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  1026.17  0725_00066D_bridge  32.11  Arch  1.807  1.1  1.487  0.013 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – 
Boyne  1428.016  0726_00005D_bridge  1.27  Irregular  1.164  1.9  N/A  0.013 

River Boyne  21084.45  0701_08343D_bridge  12.27  Arch x 3  7.387, 10.024, 7.177 
12.4, 12.3, 

12.2 
3.107, 5.374, 

2.545  0.013 
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River Boyne  23577.994  0701_08093D_bridge  5.6  Arch x 3  1.889, 1.769, 6.667  2.7, 2.8, 11.4 
0.489, 0.389, 

4.615  0.013 

River Boyne  28778.35  0701_07573D_bridge  5.84  Arch x 5  Ranging from 1.183‐6.775 

Ranging 
from 2.104‐

15.511 
Ranging from 
0.993‐3.629  0.013 

River Boyne  33774.508  0701_07073E_bridge  6.66  Arch x 5  Ranging from 1.92‐7.558 

Ranging 
from 2.5‐
18.78 

Ranging from 
0.835‐4.283  0.013 

River Boyne  45303.876  0701_05921D_bridge  2.22  Irregular  4.396  35.6  N/A  0.014 

River Boyne  45387.559  0701_05913D_bridge  15.3  Irregular  4.608  30.8  N/A  0.014 

River Boyne  45528.548  0701_05898D_bridge  7  Arch x 4  Ranging from 4.796‐5.052 

Ranging 
from 4.683‐

5.7 
Ranging from 
2.616‐2.872  0.013 

River Boyne  45662.687  0701_05885D_bridge  4.73  Arch  4.175  28.3  3.475  0.014 

River Boyne  46038.489  0701_05848D_bridge  13.54  Irregular x 3  4.875, 4.606, 4.722  9.8, 13.9, 9.9  N/A  0.013 

River Boyne  47255.772  0701_05726D_bridge  5.07  Arch x 5  Ranging from 4.417‐4.758 

Ranging 
from 4.861‐

6.06 
Ranging from 
2.312‐3.437  0.013 

River Boyne  53721.656  0701_05079D_bridge  6.3  Arch x 12  Ranging from 1.014‐4.704 

Ranging 
from 1.95‐

4.29 
Ranging from 
0.334‐3.079  0.013 

River Boyne  56451.917  0701_04806D_bridge  9.37  Arch x 6  Ranging from 5.905‐9.235 

Ranging 
from 6.1‐

10.8 
Ranging from 
2.464‐4.718  0.013 

River Boyne  58902.713  0701_04561D_bridge  10.7  Arch x 6  Ranging from 3.998‐6.878 
Ranging 

from 6.7‐8 
Ranging from 
1.428‐4.418  0.013 

River Boyne  38514.806  0701_06598E_bridge  6.78  Arch x 5  Ranging from 3.735‐6.212 

Ranging 
from 3.8‐
11.191 

Ranging from 
1.929‐4.339  0.013 

River Boyne  20198.033  0701_08431D_bridge  6.39  Arch x 6  Ranging from 2.171‐5.837 

Ranging 
from 3.174‐

8.7 
Ranging from 
0.34‐3.173  0.013 

River Boyne  21033.875  0701_08347D_bridge  7.8  Arch x 3  6.232, 9.912, 5.921 
12.1, 11.7, 

12.2 
2.504, 6.532, 

2.311  0.013 
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Culverts 

RIVER BRANCH  CHAINAGE  ID 
LENGTH 
(m) 

OPENING SHAPE 
 

HEIGHT 
(m) 

WIDTH 
(m) 

SPRING HEIGHT 
FROM INVERT 

(m) 
MANNING’S N 

Trim Tributary 2 – Boyne  595.706  0721_00031I_culvert  2.6  Circular  0.9  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Trim Tributary 2 – Boyne  609.781  0721_00030I_culvert  16.42  Circular  0.9  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  2576.612  0722_00050I_culvert  5.43  Irregular  2.621  3  N/A  0.013 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  2953.798  0722_00012I_culvert  31.1  Arch  2.881  4.8  0.672  0.021 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  1915.211  0723_00088I_culvert  10.2  Circular  2.4  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne  2415.516  0723_00045I_culvert  16.99  Irregular  1.361  3  N/A  0.014 

Stonehall Tributary 1 – Boyne  625.68  0724_00080I_culvert  4.56  Circular  0.75  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 1 – Boyne  1337.759  0724_00010I_culvert  25.18  Circular  1.1  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  558.296  0725_00116I_culvert  74.29  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  665.702  0725_00102I_culvert  3.7  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  720.709  0725_00098I_culvert  37.37  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  790.659  0725_00090I_culvert  16.49  Circular  1.4  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  874.513  0725_00082I_culvert  31.22  Circular  1.4  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Stonehall Tributary 2 – Boyne  1607.353  0725_00009I_culvert  33.41  Circular  0.85  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – Boyne  718.835  0726_00076I_culvert  3.89  Circular  0.8  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – Boyne  746.908  0726_00073I_culvert  4.89  Circular  1.6  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – Boyne  959.624  0726_00052I_culvert  31.64  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – Boyne  1060.754  0726_00042I_culvert  17.41  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 1 – Boyne  1096.479  0726_00038I_culvert  11.17  Circular  1.5  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Athboy Road Tributary 2 – Boyne  149.148  0727_00058I_culvert  4.68  Circular  1  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 2 – Boyne  223.694  0727_00051I_culvert  4.05  Circular  0.9  N/A  N/A  0.014 

Athboy Road Tributary 2 – Boyne  404.817  0727_00032I_culvert  4.47  Circular  0.9  N/A  N/A  0.013 

Athboy Road Tributary 2 – 
Boyne*  641.04  0727_00017I 

224.6 
(approx.) 

Circular x 2, ending 
circular x 1  1, 1.6  N/A  N/A  0.014 
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 *Denotes structures incorporated as closed cross-sections only (and are therefore not included in the Network file which is the reason for a discrepancy in the 
amount of culverts from the hydraulic model). 
**Structure created (further information in Section 4.9.6.1). 
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Structure Details ‐ Weirs 

RIVER BRANCH  CHAINAGE  ID  Type 

Trim Tributary 1 – Boyne  1306.243  0720_00099W_weir  Broad Crested 

Trim Tributary 1 – Boyne  1867.047  0720_00042W_weir  Broad Crested 

Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne  1475.313  0722_00160W_weir  Broad Crested 

Blackfriary Tributary ‐ Boyne  2764.166  0723_00007W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  50710.259  0701_05380W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  52812.385  0701_05170W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  53088.181  0701_05142W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  53120.113  0701_05139W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  53603.826  0701_05090W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  54855.174  0701_04965W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  54949.811  0701_04955W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  55089.471  0701_04942W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  55578.301  0701_04892W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56576.191  0701_04796W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56649.032  0701_04789W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56705.362  0701_04784W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56780.65  0701_04777W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56875.701  0701_04764W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  56967.099  0701_04756W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  57165.483  0701_04736W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  57267.497  0701_04725W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  57451.312  0701_04707W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  58418.991  0701_04608W_weir  Broad Crested 
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**Structure created (further information in Section 4.9.6.1). 

NB: Number of weirs varies from number stated in hydraulic model as this table includes weirs only, therefore excluding all overtopping weirs. 

 

 

 

 

River Boyne  58440.779  0701_04606W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne  58482.71  0701_04602W_weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne**  49172.673  0701_05534_acting as a weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne**  48815.958  0701_05570_acting as a weir  Broad Crested 

River Boyne**  43940.568  0701_06057_acting as a weir  Broad Crested 

1D Structures modelled in the 2D domain 

Structure Details ‐ Bridges and Culverts: 

RIVER BRANCH  CHAINAGE  ID  LENGTH  MANNING’S N 

None 

Structure Details ‐ 
Weirs:             

None 
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APPENDIX A.2 

LONG SECTION 

 
Figure 4.9.40: Athboy Road Tributary 2 - Boyne (0727) Watercourse 0.1% AEP fluvial flow 

 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 
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Figure 4.9.41: Athboy Road Tributary 1 - Boyne (0726) Watercourse 0.1% AEP fluvial flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water 
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Figure 4.9.42: Stonehall Tributary 2 - Boyne (0725) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water 
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Figure 4.9.43: Stonehall Tributary 1 - Boyne (0724) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 
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Figure 4.9.44: Blackfriary Tributary - Boyne (0723) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 
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Figure 4.9.45: Trim Tributary 3 - Boyne (0722) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 
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Figure 4.9.46: Trim Tributary 2 - Boyne (0721) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 
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Figure 4.9.47: Trim Tributary 1 - Boyne (0720) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 

Confluence with Trim 

Tributary 2 - Boyne 
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Figure 4.9.48: River Boyne (0701) Watercourse 0.1% AEP Fluvial Flow 

Solid Black line indicates the Right Bank 

Dashed Black Line indicates the Left Bank 

Dashed Red Line indicates the Peak Water Level 

Confluence with Blackfriary 

Tributary - Boyne 

Confluence with Trim 

Tributary 3 - Boyne 

Confluence with Athboy 

Road Tributary 1 - Boyne 

Confluence with Stonehall 

Tributary 1 - Boyne 

Confluence with Trim 

Tributary 1 - Boyne 
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APPENDIX A.3  

FLOW COMPARISON 

  Peak Water Flows 

River Name & Chainage  AEP  Check Flow (m3/s)  Model Flow (m3/s)  Diff (%) 

TRIM TRIBUTARY 1 ‐ BOYNE 2111.26  10%  11.37  11.49  1.08 

07_909_3  1%  19.71  18.37  ‐6.82 

   0.1%  32.93  27.35  ‐16.95 

TRIM TRIBUTARY 2 ‐ BOYNE 886.449  10%  0.58  0.45  ‐21.90  

07_1609_3  1%  1.08  0.86  ‐20.74 

   0.1%  1.97  1.55  ‐21.22 

TRIM TRIBUTARY 3 ‐ BOYNE 2932.62  10%  18.22  18.36  0.78 

07_908_4  1%  30.36  29.27  ‐3.60 

   0.1%  48.82  48.89  0.14 

BLACKFRIARY TRIBUTARY ‐ BOYNE 2809.65  10%  1.82  1.48  ‐18.46 

07_601_6  1%  3.41  2.78  ‐18.36 

   0.1%  6.18  5.05  ‐18.27 

STONEHALL TRIBUTARY 1 ‐ BOYNE 1420.47  10%  1.10  1.31  19.45 

07_10000_1  1%  2.06  2.46  19.37 

   0.1%  3.74  4.35  16.31 

STONEHALL TRIBUTARY 2 ‐ BOYNE 1668.71  10%  0.53  0.59  10.38 

07_20000_1  1%  0.99  1.10  11.01 

   0.1%  1.80  1.99  10.61 

RIVER BOYNE 23836.7  10%  55.25  56.94  3.06 

07_1517_5_RPS  1%  78.08  77.74  ‐0.44 

   0.1%  106.78  106.1  ‐0.64 

RIVER BOYNE 45463  10%  187.96  158.67  ‐15.58 

07005_RPS  1%  266.71  227.14  ‐14.83 

   0.1%  366.87  323.83  ‐11.73 

The table above provides details of the flow in the model at every HEP intermediate check point, 

modelled tributary and gauging station. These flows have been compared with the hydrology flow 

estimation and a percentage difference provided. 

The percentage difference can be seen to progressively increase for the greater return periods at 

07_909_3 on Trim Tributary 1 - Boyne. This can be explained by the presence of flooding in this area 

of the model. There is very little flooding in the 10% AEP, which can be seen by a very close match 

between check flow and model flow. The variance arises with the greater return periods, which 

correlates with the fact that flooding increases throughout these different model runs, particularly in the 

0.1% AEP as flood water spills into Trim Tributary 3. This occurs from water leaving Trim tributary 1 
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and flowing in low lying topography over the floodplain to pour into the downstream end of Trim 

Tributary 3. 

At check point 07_1609_3 on Trim Tributary 2 – Boyne, a substantial percentage difference can be 

observed, however, this is relative to flows being small and so a variance of only 0.13m3/s is the cause 

of a 21.9% difference. A small degree of flooding at the downstream end of the river has contributed to 

this also. 

A very good match at check point 07_908_4 on Trim Tributary 3 – Boyne is met for the all return 

periods.  

The flows at the downstream boundary on Blackfriary Tributary – Boyne have variances of 

approximately 18% for each, with a small amount of flooding occurring at the downstream extent of 

the river. Flow differences of 0.34m3/s and 1.13m3/s between check flow and model flow produce the 

18% variance, a seemingly large percentage difference that is exaggerated by low flow values. 

07_1517_5_RPS on the River Boyne is well matched, with a maximum variance of 3.06%. At check 

point 07_1609_3 on Trim Tributary 2 – Boyne, a substantial percentage difference can be observed, 

however, this is relative to flows being small and so a variance of only 0.42m3/s is the cause of a 

21.22% difference. A small degree of flooding at the downstream end of the river has contributed to 

this also. 

At check point 07_10000_1 on Stonehall Tributary 1 – Boyne the percentage difference for the 10% 

and 1% AEP events is 19.45% and 19.37% respectively, with a 16.31% variance for the 0.1% AEP 

event. There is a small degree of flooding on the channel for the shorter return periods with the 

difference between check flow and model flow being exaggerated by the flows being small. For 0.1% 

AEP the percentage difference is 16.31% as stated but the model flow is actually 4.35m3/s, which is 

higher than the 3.74 m3/s check flow. From the flood maps, flooding occurs at the downstream end of 

the river which would indicate that the model flow should be less than check flow, however, the River 

Boyne at the very downstream extent of Stonehall Tributary 1 backs up into it and so this provides the 

increase in flow. 

On River Boyne, at 07005_RPS the percentage difference can be seen to decrease from 15.58% in 

the 10% AEP event to 11.73% in the 0.1% AEP event. There is a lot of flooding along the River 

Boyne, increasing with the greater return periods, and this pattern of flow can then be explained by 

flood waters out of bank being delayed in returning back to the channel and continuing to flow 

downstream, with more water taking a longer time to do so. 
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APPENDIX A.4 

DELIVERABLES 

MIKE FLOOD MIKE 21 MIKE 21 RESULTS 
HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q10 HA07_TRIM4_M21_DES_1_Q10 HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q10 
HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q100 HA07_TRIM4_M21_DES_1_Q100 HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q100 
HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q1000 HA07_TRIM4_M21_DES_1_Q1000 HA07_TRIM4_MF_DES_1_Q1000 
   
MIKE 11 - SIM FILE & RESULTS 
FILE MIKE 11 - NETWORK FILE MIKE 11 - CROSS-SECTION FILE MIKE 11 - BOUNDARY FILE 
HA07_TRIM4_M11_DES_1_Q10 HA07_TRIM4_NWK_DES_1 HA07_TRIM4_XNS_DES_1 HA07_TRIM4_BND_DES_1_Q10 
HA07_TRIM4_M11_DES_1_Q100   HA07_TRIM4_BND_DES_1_Q100 
HA07_TRIM4_M11_DES_1_Q1000   HA07_TRIM4_BND_DES_1_Q1000 
MIKE 11 - DFS0 FILE  MIKE 11 - HD FILE & RESULTS FILE  

HA07_TRIM4_DFS0_10%AEP  
HA07_TRIM4_HD_DES_1_Q10 & 
HA07_TRIM4_HDmaps_DES_1_Q10  

HA07_TRIM4_DFS0_1%AEP  
HA07_TRIM4_HD_DES_1_Q100 & 
HA07_TRIM4_HDmaps_DES_1_Q100  

HA07_TRIM4_DFS0_0.1%AEP  
HA07_TRIM4_HD_DES_1_Q1000 & 
HA07_TRIM4_HDmaps_DES_1_Q1000  
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GIS DELIVERABLES - HAZARD 

Flood Extent Files (Shapefiles)  Flood Depth Files (Raster)  Water Level and Flows (Shapefiles) 

Fluvial  Fluvial  Fluvial 

E42EXFCD100F0  E42DPFCD100F0  E42NFCDF0 

E42EXFCD010F0  E42DPFCD010F0   

E42EXFCD001F0  E42DPFCD001F0   

     

Flood Zone Files (Shapefiles)  Flood Velocity Files (Raster)  Flood Defence Files (Shapefiles) 

  To be issued with Final version of this report  Defended Areas 
E42ZNAFCDF0    N/A 
E42ZNBFCDF0     
    Defence Failure Extent 
    N/A 
     
     
     
     

 
GIS Deliverables ‐ Risk 

Specific Risk ‐ Inhabitants  (Raster)  General Risk ‐ Economic (Shapefiles)  General Risk‐Environmental (Shapefiles) 

Fluvial     
E42RIFCD100F0     
E42RIFCD010F0     
E42RIFCD001F0     
     

 
 

 

 


